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“A startling, clear-eyed” memoir of an immigrant girl’s childhood in early 20th century NYC from
the journalist and Tony-winning co-author of Kiss Me Kate (Booklist). Born in Transylvania in
1899, Bella Spewack arrived on the streets of New York’s Lower East Side when she was three.
At twenty-two, while working as a reporter with her husband in Europe, she wrote a memoir of
her childhood that was never published. More than seventy years later, the publication
of Streets recovers a remarkable voice and offers a vivid chronicle of a lost world. Bella, who
went on to a brilliant career write for stage and screen with her husband Sam, describes the
sights, sounds, and characters of urban Jewish immigrant life after the turn of the century. Witty,
street-smart, and unsentimental, Bella was a genuine American heroine who displays in this
memoir “a triumph of will and spirit” (The Jewish Week).
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Found, Her Descendants, and an Extraordinary Reckoning, No Time for Tears: A Novel,
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Unusual Address, The Gilded Years: A Novel, The Innocents Abroad, Death Sentence: The True
Story of Velma Barfield's Life, Crimes, and Punishment, In Our Time



Ebook Tops Reader, “I love that book!. this is my favorite book. if anyone has similar taste to me
then i highly recommend them to read it.i'm going to describe it as a story of a girl growing into a
women on the streets of the lower east side of manhattan. she tells of different jobs and the
boarders that her and her mother board to help pay the rent. its very hard for me to describe
becuase of 2 reasons 1) you can't describe it you have to read it 2)i read it a year ago.i was
getting so into reading it that i never wanted it to end. to last forever. so i tried to do so by reading
a limit of pages each day. i live in NYC and by reading the book i had grown a stronger love for
the city and thats another reason i loved the book. i also loved the stories she has of her
childhood. the down fall of the book? well, it was and made me sad. it was kinda a depressing
book. you now. like a heart-acher.it was indeed a pleasure to read and in the future, if you do
read it, i hope you enjoy.thats my review! i hope i helped!”

The book by David Mamet has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 6 people have provided feedback.
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